First time offer!!! Free Gift with Purchase of the Dynamic
Trio: Fantastic Lip Treatment- Value $32.95 Plump those lips up and
indulge them in this revolutionary lip treatment that moisturizes and enhances lip contours

Get Rid of dry skin today!!!
THE DYNAMIC TRIO: Provides cumulative effects and moisture binding properties
with reduction in the depth if wrinkles!
Here is how the “Dynamic Trio” works: Step One: Amino Lift Peptide, a new generation, high
potency spot treatment. This ultimate wrinkle minimizing complex is applied to areas of most
concern like crows feet, marionette lines, forehead lines and most effectively on those pesky lines
around your mouth. The Amino Lift firms the tissue surrounding these problem areas but does not
take the place of a moisturizer. Step Two: Line Filler, or our “Botox in a bottle” is now being used
layered on top for Instant Plumping, firming and lifting the skin to reduce visibility of fine lines
and wrinkles! Step Three: Face Firming Complex, is now used immediately after the Amino Lift
Peptide and Line Filler. It is an ideal intensive treatment for all skin types that supplements the
skin-rebuilding ability while reducing wrinkles and fine lines on the face, eye and neck areas. It
deeply hydrates, firms and tones the skin by locking in the products and moisture. THIS TRIO
WORKS!!! Usage for all three is twice daily.
These additional products are state-of-the-art and scientifically formulated to address the
demanding needs of sun damaged, aging skin with highly advanced antioxidants. Your skin
will appear smoother and younger with continued use.
Micro-Mineral Resurfacing Treatment: Combining the power of natural sapphire crystals with
semi-precious gemstone extracts, this two step resurfacing system helps create a
harmonious skin care treatment. Use once a week
Lip Treatment: Plump those lips up and indulge them in this revolutionary lip treatment that
moisturizes and enhances lip contours. Use twice a day
EyeBright Intensive Eye Cream: Using modern technology in peptides to firm and hydrate
the delicate area under the eyes, eliminating under-eye discoloration and reducing eye bag
volume. Improves firmness and elasticity Use twice a day
EyeBrite Anti-Puffiness Gelee: Deploys powerful, peptide-packed compound to help calm
swelling, revitalize circulation while making the under eye appear tighter and feel firmer. Use
twice a day
Daily Mineral Guard SPF 25- Micro-Mineral Resurfacing Treatmentnized titanium dioxide
provides a broad spectrum, transparent barrier against UVA/UVB rays while minimizing the
negative effects of UV rays. Soybean extract for cell repair that helps reverse signs of UV
damage. Paraben-free, non-greasy and suitable for all skin types. Use once a day
Ultra Voluminizing Mascara- with fibers to make your lashes long and luxurious
We are now also using and teaching our clients the art of a skin care “cocktail”. Sounds
interesting doesn’t it! For all of you who use multiple products you will now put them into the palm of
your hand and make one solution. It will save time and be easier to apply.
Cocktail instructions: For all of you who use multiple products you will now put them into the palm

of your hand and make one solution. It will save time and be easier to apply. So your Botanical
Peptide, Hydra Gel and Face Firming Complex are each placed into your palm, mixed together
with a finger tip and then placed on your face. The eye cream goes next and the brand new SPF 25
Sun Block with titanium dioxide is the last product used. If you use any of the Glycolic Serums
they are now used in the night only directly after the Amino-Lift Peptide and before the night
“cocktail” which now also contains your Vitamin C Serum. It has been noted in studies that the
Vitamin C Serum and Vitamin C Cream work best at night. Please note: Sun block is only used in
the daytime.

Call today!! 858-454-0073 or email order to susan@susangail.com

